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Space & Aliens Skits

Mini-Skits for Space & Aliens
The Aliens have Landed I HAVE PROOF...caught on tape.
Synopsis:
Skit person comes running in all decked out in binoculars and other
UFO sighting paraphernalia.
•
•
•
•

“They’re here, they’ve landed. I have proof; I have it on
camera”
Puts in DVD and clip.
“That’s just a movie……not real aliens !!”
Now you can discuss facts: Truth of the Bible vs. Fantasy
and Movies and such.

The Alien Walk Through
Synopsis:
Alien dressed skit people nothing said……..just walks through.
• “Were you expecting company?”
• Ideal for promoting the series.
• Have an alien walk-through the church service a week before you have the series in
Children’s Ministry.

Sky is Falling [with puppets or you may adapt to people skit]
Synopsis:
Teacher or person on the outside of the puppet stage discusses the story of Henny Penny and the
sky is falling talking to the Character Puppet.
Teacher: “Real meteorites fall each and every day. Our atmosphere works like an umbrella of
protection burning up MOST of the meteors before they land and make the craters.”
Puppet: “ Then why are you carrying an umbrella?”
Teacher: “ The umbrella is to protect me from the rain, not from meteorites.”
Puppet: Keeps using a squirt gun towards the teacher while his/her back is turned. The
conversation leads to the umbrella of protection. Meanwhile kids are getting an occasional stray
squirt into the audience.
Teacher: When you are in the will of the Lord, you are under the umbrella of protection; but when
you sin or break the laws of God, and then you find yourself outside the umbrella area. God is
always trying to get you to stay under His umbrella and be protected, in His will.

